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tpf t)t tro111ct1 for lottltn Cpll1)ot1\IDD tn t)al1 ltctor 

• Since the late 1970s Sri Lanka has pursued a liberal policy towards the 

promotion of manufacturing industry. The accent has been on labour-intensive 

tranches, much of it through sub-contracting arrangements with transnational 

enterprises (TNC), and bas been strongly export-oriented. Within the past 

year or so, however, the government has become increasingly concerned about 

the strong concentration of this type of aanufacturint on two or three 

branches only viz. textiles, clothing, and some parts of food processing. 

There have been, therefore, various attempts to diversify both the branches on 

which exports depend as well as the sources from which foreign direct 

investment (FDI) is obtained. The genesis of the present report is a partial 

response to these concerns. The International Economic Co-operation Division 

(IECD) of the Ministry of Finance and Planning (MFP) has requested UNIDO to 

examine the possibilities for establishment of Joint Ventures (JV) in the 

machine tool (MT) and metal-working (MW) branches. 

The approach to this work has relied essentially on four inter-related 

activities. First, a detailed examination of international developments in 

the MT branch. Second, an in-depth survey of MT and MW activities carried out 

within Sri Lanka itself by the Sri Lanka Business Development Corporation 

(SLBDC). Third, a detailed series of interviews with enterprises involved in 

the MT industry that were participating in the Seventh European Machine Tool 

Exhibition organized in Milan, Italy in October 1987. Fourth, extensive 

utilization of earlier studies prepared by UNIDO and other Organizations on 

related subjects both in Sri Lanka itself and other developing countries 

(DC). The purpose of this report is to weave together these various strands 

of informat~on into a coherent presentation of the current situation and the 

~ realistic prospects for Sri Lanka to carry through its aim of reducing 

dependence on a few industrial branches and cheap labour exports. Before 

entering into the details of the MT and MW issues, however, it is essential to 

try and swnmarize both the internal preoccupations and external constraints 

within which and suLject to which policy actions will have to be taken. 
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to ~la with tile forelan ezclaaaae alt• of .. ttera a09e ahlple ~et 
nonetbeleaa fundaaental obaenatlona can be aade. Sri Lanka baa obtained 

foreian exchan&e alaost entirely throuah four aources vit., primary c011Dodity 

exports, touriam, remittances by migrant labour, and labour intensive 

manufactures. Given the rapid deterioration in external economic conditions 

' from the early to middle 1980s onwards, these aources have appeared to be 

increasingly vulnerable. The aharp falls in primary coanodity prices, the 

severe reduction in the market for Sri La~an labour due to the collapse in 

oil prices and its effects on the labour demand from the Middle East, and the 

relatively stagnant incomes and thus more limited growth in foreign tourism 

have all contributed towards constraining the prospects for foreign exchange 

growth in the country. The fourth component, i.e., labour-intensive 

manufactures is also vulnerable partly for the same reasons and partly for 

others. It would appear that FDl based on sub-contracting (SC) for Sri Lanka 

has rather limited horizons. In the traditional branches, of which textiles 

and clothing is the principal ex•!l•l'le, those fil'llls which wished to do so have 

already had ample opportunity to establish operations in the country. Those 

operations are unlikely to expand very much and may well be under pressure for 

some reduction. The reasons are not to do with rising costs in Sri Lanka 

itself; on the contrary wage rates for various kinds of labour have remained 

very low in relative terms and the government has been more than generous in 

the fiscal and other concessions it has offered. Pather, these branches are 

susceptible to a certain degree of relocation back towards their OECD base due 

to technological advances; moreover, the growing sophistication at the demand 

and of the market makes it still more interesting for producers to locate most 

of the production activi:ies in their home bases. Faced with these 

conditions, the g~vernrr.ent has begun to look for other branches which could 

provide a useful source of foreign exchange through export-oriented 

manufacturing - it is for this reason that KI' and MW have come to the fore. 

These branches, which at the moment depend heavily on imports for local 

• supply, would of course act both as import-substitution and e~port-oriented 

areas. In this respect any emphasis on them, poses some problems for a 

goverrur1ent poJicy so heavily oriented towards exports. To encourag~ MW and 

eventually MT production within the country runs up rgainst basic problems 

both in attracting foreign collaboration and in designing appropriate 

incentives for production oriented to the national market. Yet there does 

seem to be some belief in Sri Lanka itself that government •nd private aector 
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.. title•, eperatlaa I• colla\oratt .. wltll forelaa pabllc aac1 prl•ate 
oraanl&atlona, toaether can •o aoaethlaa to S.proYe the atatua of theae 

branchea within Sri Lanlta. Tbe principal areaa In which joint effort• could be 

aade Include the following: 

Collection and analysS1 of information on PJW and Kr branches In Sri Lanka 

with a focus on the likely extent and composition of demand. 

Similar information gathering and analysis on external trends especially 

in relation to markets, technology and sources of finance. 

Joint agreement on and provision of ways of reorganizing the existing 

structure of these branches in Sri Lanka through measures to assist 

individual enterprises, Investment in joint facilities, services and 

activ!ties (the "competition within co-operation" approach), the 

aodificatlon of the present industrial structure in these branches, and 

the effort to obtain JV and other forms of foreign collaboration. 

The recognition that some steps are necessary, and the slow maturing of a 

collectiv~ willingness to 1Uldertake those steps (with all the risks and costs 

as well as possible benefits which they may involve) is of course by no means 

a guarantee that everything can be achieved. Jn Sri Lanka's case this 

stateffient is more than the platitude it may seem since the country's 

geographical position, current income level and the developffients in the 

international economic system all militate against easy change. Sri Lanka's 

situation as an island country which is relatively small, particularly as 

compared with most other Asian countries, does not make it anywhere near the 

first choice for potential foreign investors interested in developing 

operations in the complex and rapidly advancing branches such as MT and MW. 

Sri Lanka's still limited domestic market size and the low degree of internal 

integration in its industrial sector are both factors which compel it to rely 

• heavily on exports yet to import a substantial proportion of the raw materials 

and intermediate inputs on which output in these branches depends. The fact 

of a certain distance from maj,r supply lines along with the fairly limited 

extent of domestic dema11d contribute towards raising the costs of such imports 

and thereby imposing greater pressures on productive efficiency within Sri 

Lanka itself. 
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Dari .. tile preaat teca4e tile fone •f ,,._I• la tile llltenat1 ... 1 
econoalc Qat• .. , nltchect •er7 atronalJ to A•la and In partlc"Clar to four 
part• of the continent. Japan ha• nov becoae the prlaary International 

creditor and I• extremely vell placed In advanced lnduatrlal brancbe• of vhlch 

MT and l1W are outstanding examples. The Asian RICs have already beg1Dl to 

~ break Into OECD aarkets, especially lorth America and Australasia, In 

reasonably advanced types of Mr product and are areas of aajor Interest to 

potential foreign Investors. The ASEAR countries are well placed to become 

the third wave of Asian manufactures exportErs and surveys of foreign 

Investors show that these countries, both individually and as a group, figure 

highly on :~e list of preferred locations. Finally, India, although it seems 

to attract less attention in the financial and business press, nevertheless 

remains an extremely important industrial market and one in which the size and 

sophistication of domestic production has to remain a source of interest to 

foreign suppliers. 

Against these major locations Sri Lanka appears very isolated. It is, as 

things now s~and, conducting a lone struggle to put itself on the map and 

obtain the sorts of collaboration which would yield returns to the country as 

opposed simply to external investors. The fact is that, in its concentr•tion 

on cheap labour activities, Sri Lanka has only been competing to a partial 

extent with other Asian countries. Certainly the Philippines and Indonesia 

are normally analyzed in the ~ame breath as Sri Lanka when it comes to 

comparisons of wage rates, government incentive packages and so on, yet some 

of Sri Lanka's competition really comes from other continents, e.g., Malta anc 

Cyprus as Mediteranean Islan~ suppliers to Transnational Corporations (TNC) 

l~cated in European common market countries, North African States supplying to 

Europe, and to a lesser extent Central American countries insofar as sales to 

North America may be involved. In short, Sri Lanka is sorr.ehow on the margin 

in the dyna:r.ic region of the world economy to which it geographically belongs 

and is thus faced with the difficult policy predicarr.ent of d•ciding whether it 

- should try to go it alone, and if so along which route, or whether it should 

try first to establish aome formal links with other Asian countries and then 

try to attract FDI in the producer good branches whirh are the concern of thi~ 

report. 

The purpose of the precteding remarks is tu highlight a point which is 

all too easy to lost •ight of in present circumsttnces where International 
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•tacual• foc•e• ao 9Dda • aport-pl'090tl•. It la tlaat -17 a Ualtetl 

part of ezport-pr090tlon la reall7 •lthta the control area of the Srt LanJtan 

'overn11ent and doaeattc entrepreneura. Tbe preaent period ta one In vhicb 

numerous DC are·offerlng extremely attractive incentive packages to external 

enterprises and yet, vith the exception of Japan, OECD countries are not 

~ expanding their FDI In aanufacturing to any appreciable extent. This ls 

partly because so auch investment has occured over the past quarter century, 

and therefore most companies are already established in those manufacturing 

locations which Interest them, and partly because the fierce 

tech.,ologfcally-driven competition within the OECD ls itself obsorbing almost 

all the investment capital which is available. Furthermore, the enormous 

investments taking place in tele-communications and informatics are in essence 

a logical supplement in tenns of international infrastructure to developments 

which took place a couple of decades ago in terms of international transport. 

The container revolution in shipping along with the rapid introduction of 

larger and faster cargo-aircraft both contributed to reductions in unit cost 

of international movement of goods and the current developments are providing 

their complement in relation to services. It follows that whereas a few years 

ago it was important for DC to have adequate port facilities with which to 

correspond with the physical transport developments, at the end of the 1980s 

it is equally essential for DC participating in more sophisticated 

manufacturing operations to develop adequate service infrastructure facilities. 

It follows from the above that Sri Lanka is faced vith expensive 

requirements and fierce competition if it wishes to expand its involvement in 

advanced areas such as MT and MW. For goverrur.ent and private firms to pursue 

this path is not merely a question of developing substantial incentive 

packages (much of which has in any case already been done in Sri Lanka) but 

also means a tough analysis of the real benefits stemming from such 

investments. Such benefit£ are most unlikely to arrive quickly or with much 

guarantee; instead a rislcy, mediwr.- to long-tenr. committment will be the 

requirement and it is in principle almost impossible to say in advance whether 

or not such a committment will pay off. Thia point ia stated crudely simply 

to ensure that there are no illusions when making decisions of this type. Sri 

Lanka does not have the basic domestic market size which large DC such as 

~ndia, some of the Latin American countries and a few ASEAN countries can 

always rely on if the export dim~nsion of operations turns sour. If thini• 

work out then the long-term returns are potentially high - but if they do not 

tnen the costs ~re severe, 
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11. nc Dgu1ttc llt•tl• la m w • 

Jn any aeaningful aenae of the tera the trr branch b non-ulatent tn Sri 

Lanka. Instead such production as does take place ls entirely in the area of 

MW, defined as fabricated metal products in ISIC categories 3811-3814 and 

non-electr1cal machinery in ISIC categories 3822-3824 and 3839. These 

categories 3JllO\Dlted to approximately tvo per cent of industrial production in 

Sri Lanka in 1986 and that percentAge bad varied hardly at all during the 

preceding quinquennium. Approximately 7/8 of that production was in the form 

of fabricated metal products with the rest being basic metal products. 

Roughly 30 per cent of the items produc·2d were relevant to the food processing 

branch and another 30 per cent to textiles. The mere statement of such facts 

emphasizes an obvious yet nevertheless significant point viz., demand for MW 

products is a derived demand and is therefore dependent on the state of 

economic activity in the economy as a whole and in particular on the evolution 

of investment in fixed capital. The primary areas of demand for MW items in 

Sri Lanka are as follows: agricultural machines and implements, esp~cially 

equipment for processing tea and rubber, and water pumps for use in 

irrigation; building materials; transport equipment needs including spares; 

and, on the co11sumer goods side, domestic appliances. Almost all production 

in Sri Lanka goes to the domestic mar'~et and total sales, amounting to roughly 

Rs two billion per year, account for about 22 p~r cent of domestic needs with 

the reffiainder being imported. 

To provide more detailed information on the MW branch a survey of some 52 

firms was undertAken during the first half of 1987. According to data 

provided by the Industrial Development Board (IDB) there were approximately 

870 enterprises registered as MW producers in Sri Lanka in 1986 with ~any 

s~aller firms left unregistered (the informal part of the branch). The 52 

firms included in the survey, where the data relate to the position as of 31 

December 1986, tended to be the larger enterprises where fixed capital 

investrr.ent exceeded Rs l million, where 9.6 per cent of the firm's question 

had total investment (i.e., land, buildings, working capital and plant and 

machinery) in excess of Rs 100 million, and where average investment in plant 

and machinery per employee came to approximately Rs 69,000. It follows that 

the conclusions that can be drawn from the survey are important in at least 

three major respects. First, these larger enterprises are almost certainly 

the ones with which both government department and potential foreign investors 

will have the most contact; to the extent that JV possibilities and other 

forms of collaboration can be worked out with existing enterprises, the ones 
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ftnQed are tile ••t tn~•l• CllD414atea. If tllQ ••• tile troapeeta for 

domeatlc reoraanlsatlon and forelan co-operation •• all•, then thla maat be 

taken a• a powerful ln~lcator of the overall aituation. Second, the dearee of 

aophistication in both products and proceaaea ia almost certainly bigheat in 

the enterprises examin~d - vhat can be done with their assiatance and 

\ Involvement effectively represent• the frontier of possibilities in Sr1 Lanka 

ln the abort- to medi\'ll-term. Third, lt aay be that the problems of tiny 

enterprises are appreciably different from those described in the aurvey. T~ 

the extent this is the case, support for development of the aector might have 

to include measures hardly discussed by the enterprises surveyed. 

Before analyzing in detail the findings of the survey and their policy 

implications, a few caveats have to be put on record. First, the sample 

itself, like all samples, bad its limitations. Only one JV vas included and 

thus there was virtually no possibility to obtain practically-based 

assessments of JV operations in the country. Second, the questionnaire 

employed was pre-structured and distributed without any pilot use. This means 

that certain matters which could have been of importance to firms were not 

specifically dealt vith and that undue emphasis may have been given to 

subjects which enterprises themselves are little concerned with. Third, there 

was poor acceptance of interviews subsequent to distribution of the 

questionnaire. It seems that companies felt that several reports on the MW 

branch bad been initiated in recent years but that the producers themselves 

had not benefitted from such surveys. As a consequence they were reticent to 

provide data for yet another assessment. This of course means that the 

chances of effectively cross-checking answers and of going deeper into the 

reasons for some of the assessments and evaluations were limited. Fourth, ~he 

actual questionnaire itself did not devote enough attention to certain matters 

which, in the light of other information, appeared to be of considerable 

significance, e.g., the financial structure of enterprises and the 

interrelationships between certain of the variables (ownership, company size 

and technologies employed). The net result of these caveats is simply that 

the survey, while providin& useful indicators for policy on aeveral matters, 

does not provide a sufficiently strong basis for tackling all of the main 

areas wbir.h both government departments and foreign investors are likely to be 

interested in. Subsequent and hi&hly specific enquiries would therefore have 

to be undertaken before any final policy desicns were made. 
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ft• ""., .. ta •ffen lafonatl• • a nrl•t7 •f MJecta .a tJae .. t 

con•entent vay to elmaarf 1e theee reeult• I• to .. e a aerie• of atandard 
btadlna•; tbl• I• done In tht follovlna paraarapha. 

(l) Product mix 

Pulling tog!thtr the responses from all 52 enterprises aurveyed, a 

variety of 39 items (24 of them corresponding to JSJC 382) vere Identified as 

being part of the regular product llix of the finns. Listing these 39 product; 

and putting against them the flnns actually producing yields 118 entries, 

I.e., on the average each firm produces ab~ut 3 products (the larges~ number 

produced by any single enterprise was 6). The comparison of products and 

firms shows a fair degree of grouping. Thus agricultural llachinery and spares 

for agricultural machinery were items each of which was made 10 enterprises of 

which 8 make both sorts of product; In the same v£in th2 listing show that the 

three firms which manufacture barbed wire were also the three which 

manufacture wire nails, nuts and bolts. It app~ars that the degree of 

specialization is not too high and that, as will be seen later, much of this 

production on a one-off basis which is hardly conducive to ~btaining low cost 

of production. Indeed the firms indicated that organize production lines are 

hardly ever used and that output consists essentially of descreet responses to 

demands from diverse sources. In the same connection there was little 

evidence to indicate that any of the companies producing MW items form part of 

larger trading or ~anufacturing groups in Sri LanJca; were they to do so, the 

resultant vertical integration could well assist the stability in the flow of 

orders. A categorization ~f the 39 items shows that 24 of them relate to ISIC 

382 and that more than 80 per cent of the company entries for production 

pertain to the sa.~e category. Hence the M'ft bra~ch in Sri Lanka is oriented 

towards non-electrical machinery rather than fabricted metal products and 

produces a range of items on the basis of relatively little specialization and 

either one of or very small batch production. These findings suggest both a 

• considerable scope for production improvement and yet the serious obstacles to 

that. It is certainly the case that companies are not in this position by 

accident, by choice, or by protection through government commercial policy. 

The reason for the current structure is the nature of the domestic market and 

the emphasis it puts on what we might call relatively non-automated 

flexibility In output where the resultant high costs are borne by local 

consumers. 

' • • 
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The aurvey aouabt to aacertain the kinda and D'Ullber of aacbine• lnatalled 

in the companies and the procesaea vhlcb vere carried out ualng thi• 

equipment. The ••In features to emerge were the following: 

Lathes were by far the most co11Don pieces of machinery Installed with a 

total of 367 and only 5 firms possessing no lathes whatsoever. 

Although their total number was auch smaller, drilling machines were also 

available in all but aeven of the companies. 

Close to 40 per cent of the sample had no welding facilities and very few 

companies had mac~.nery for boring or bending of metals. 

Though not all companies provided information on the average age of 

equipment, of those which did 18 firms cl6imed their machine stock was at 

least 20 years old (the largest company in Sri Lanka said the average age 

of it& machinery was about 40 years) and only 10 companies had machinery 

whose average age was no more than 5 years. Though no specific 

information was given, it seems highly probable that even when a firm 

buys machinery it is purchasing reconditioned second-hand equipment and 

it seems most doubtful that more than a hand full of machines in MW in 

Sri Lar..ka are ever purchased brand new. Obviously no firm can be 

operating with machines which are at all close to the technological 

vintages now commonly found not only in OECD countries but in several of 

the more industrialized DC. 

No company in Sri Lanka is utilizing machinery of the n\Lnerically 

controlled (NC) or computer nwr1erically controlled (CNC) type. 

Data on capacity utilization was only discerned in rough-and-ready 

fashion through questions to entrepreneurs regarding what they considered 

the level of machine use to be. On this basis seven companies claimed 

operations at tull capacity while 20 firms said they operated at SO per 

ce~t or less. It was not possible, on the basis of information obtained 

in the survey, to obtain any correlations between capacity utilization 

and matters such as company size and age of equipment. 
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!bl• a'ketcla •f tlae •dllae •tock .e It••• at•u • broa4 lat• tile 

Queation of aanufacturlD& proceaaea and tbelr frequencJ. the •u~e, ezaalned 

a •ariety of ten different procea~es ranging frOll etandard actl•itle• auch •• 

aetal casting and milling through to aore aophietlcated operations Involving 

heat treatment. A aatrlx relating the 52 firms to these 10 actlvltle• yielded 

, 194 entries, i.e., an average close to four activities per firm, vith the 

widest spread of activities for any one enterprise being eeven. Machining 

and sheet metal working vere the aost frequent operations whereas, at the 

other end of the ecale, heat treatment vas only carried out by tvo companies 

and recourse to supplementary data to the aurvey ahows that ateel casting can 

only be rarried out in two companies in the whole country (both of them in the 

public sector). Casting as an activity is in fact still quite traditional in 

that few synthetic binders are employed, few chemical additives are made to 

slagging materials, and wooden patterns are used for individual job orders. 

This data emphasizes the limitations of the MW branch as it now exists and the 

desirability of substantial upgrading if higher quality products of a type 

suitable for export are to be manufactured. Yet the upgrading would itself 

imply appreciable changes in the machinery stock and is thus a aatter not only 

of improv~d technical training and quality control but also of additional 

investment in fixed capital. 

(3) Manpower issues 

Total employment in the firms surveyed as of end-1986 reached 6965 

persons with approxiffiately 15 per cent of them in managerial functions. The 

distribution of e~ployment by firms revealed 48 per cent of all companies to 

have less than 15 emp!oyees and 73 per cent of firms with less than 100 

employees; only 15 per cent of the companies had above 200 staff. A more 

detailed examination of the figures on an individual firm basis, however, 

shows that just one finr. (Walker and Sons) had 1,800 e~ployees and that it and 

the Steel Corporation of Sri Lar.lta together accounted for 43 per cent of all 

employment. If these two entities were removed, then average emplo)'ll'ient for 

the branch (as measured by the sample) would be around 75. Within the 

individual categories skilled fitters and skilled machinists are the two 

groups most regularly employed while, on the managerial side, various 

rompanies revealed a pattern in which just a few individuals were required to 

perform a wide range of functions. The firms in that situation are those 

which do not participate in organized training programmes. Certainly these 

findings are fully consistent with the typical •'~uation of a developing 
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comt17 Wlaere c....., aln la a 11 ... •rwll I• Mt t .. luae1 ... n 

•pedalbatlon ta prod11ctlon la aot Mrled, and Wbere fl-d•l atnctare of 

the enterprl•e• la •till falrlJ blaaed tovarcl1 faallJ concel'D9, aole 

proprletorahlps and partnerahlps (I.e., vhere reliance on external aourcea of 

riak capital 11 nil). 

The tum-over of labour appears to be reasonably blah vlth fairly •killed 

staff changing jobs at anywhere from tvo to five years, I.e., a tum-over rate 

averaging around 30 per cent. More recently the difficulties facing the 

companies have tended to accelerate the rate of tum-over and, aore 

disturbingly, the changes seemed to h•ve focused aore on the aore akilled 

staff. The impression ls that the overall composition of the current work 

force is rather less skilled than before. This point is considerable 

importance because the survey also shows a heavy reliance on practical 

experience In the labour force. Many skilled technicians are unable to read 

technical drawings and instead rely on their undoubted abilities to copy 

existing samples and to utilize their own know-bow to improve the quality of 

production. While this kind of experience i~ a key asset, it nevertheless 

would be an improvement if some formal training could also be given, 

particularly when possible collaboration with foreign producers is involved. 

Moreover, the combination of a slow drain of highly experienced technicians 

along with the threat to Sri Lankan production which would come if aore 

sophisticated products were to be imported, mean that the fonr.al training 

component has to be given more attention. Since this kind of technical 

i~prove~ent cannot be carried out efficiently within individual firms, there 

is a clear case for either joint facilities to be provided by the companies 

themselves and or for government support in providing technical tra~ning. 

The questionnaire did obtain data on wage rates in MW. Highly skilled 

workers are, at present exchange rates, receiving some US$50-100 per month 

with rates for Senior Managers going from US$330 - 500 p~r month and pay to 

unskilled workers being in the range of US$27-40 per month. Earlier estimates 

relating to 1983 showed that wage rates in these categories in Sri Lanka were, 

on the average, only about half of those prevailing in say Malaysia and a mere 

2 per cent ~f comparable rates in USA: since then the relative rates of 

inflation along with exchange rates changes have certainly not improved the 

position of Sri Lanka. In other words in terms of shere cash payments St is 

comprehensively a much cheaper location than any other to which it might 

legitimately be compared. Moreover, there are no grounds for believing that 
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die l.._ tr••ttlYI• la Id ...._ la ..nldeata, Ww t1iM la .._ 

c._trln eo •to Mlhelab tlR la'°9r a.t ttffenntal. la -.n, kt....._ 
baa ae> ruaoa ..._taoner to be worried that PDJ fall• to ocnr beca•e of any 

rlalna tendenclea In real lebour co1ta. lather, •• further .. terlal In thl• 

report will deaonstrate, the problems are el1evbere, 1.e., forelan lnwe1tor1 

are, within a certain range, no longer Influenced by the vaae rate 

differentials and are auch 90re concerned With the 1nfrastructare altuatlon In 
alternative locations. 

(4) Rav material supply 

The survey shows that not only Is close 4/5 of MW conswaptlon in Sri 

Lanka derived fror laported items but that local content (LC) is very lov. 

Although foundries make significant use of scrap (aainly steel) obtained frOlll 

prior local production, aost other raw aaterials (RM) and intermediate inputs 

are imported. The ~roblem of imports is not only one of availability but also 

of cost since the structure of the branch along with its size in the country 

and certain policies pursued by the government combine to increase charges, 

particularly for amaller c~panies. The problem coaes froa the relatively 

small quantities needed by aost companies which leads them to purchase their 

supplies from bulk importers rather than directly. This implies the payment 

of significant mark-ups which add to the cost which is any case payable due to 

Sri Lanka's relative distance from RM sources. Moreover, the infrequency of 

purchase means that co~panies may well be subject to significant lags in 

delivery which of course adds to their costs ,,l',: contributes competitive 

difficulties. The fact of purchasing through ir1termediaries is a negative 

cost factor in Sri Lanka due to the existence of a busines tum-over tax (BTT) 

which is imposed in cascading fashion on the various stages at which a 

product is transacted. In short, a company is not only paying higher charges 

for RY. due to Sri Lanka's own situation and the business ~ark-ups charged by 

intermediaries, but it is also losing through additional tax payments. A 

sitiple example of this was found by the survey in relation to foundry coke, 

which is 50 per cent more expensive when obtained through this indirect 

route. The larger companies can to some extent minimize the excess costs 

because of their possibilities for buying •ore frequently and on a larger 

scale whereas the smaller firms are at a disadvantage in all respects. 
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(S) 1i'••11z.J•m1K•~mrs 

llore tban 55 per cent of tbe ftl'M nnqecl wn 110re t._ 11 7e•ra •ld 

vbereas only 9.6 per cent had been established ln tbe flwe "8n prnlou to 

the Questionnaire. Tbe RW branch ln Sri Lanka ts therefore prlaarllJ a 

product of the 1960s with a nlathdJ aall proportion o·r Its aabers (about 

cne Quarter) baving been foraed ln the decade fr• the ald-1970s to tbe 

aid-1980s and only a fev flras establl•hecl tn the post-liberalization period. 

8y its nature tke saaple survey vas not In a position to prowlde lnforaatlOL 

on companies vblch aay ba•e been forced to dose down in recent yeara but 

Indirect lnforaatlon suggests that nth fins aay bawe u:isted. CertalnlJ 

some of the •ore l•portant companies are relatlwely long established, are In 

the public sector and appear to sell considerable proportions of their output 

to government departments with vbich they are associated. Tbe longevity of 

flras suggests that their sales contacts should be well established with, by 

nov, a quite pronounced degree of linkage between specific supply flnas and 

specific purchasers. Although neither the survey nor other aaterials vere 

able to yl~Jd clear lnf~rmatlon on company profit rates or the real state of 

c011petition within the branch, the persistence of firms suggests that they are 

still able to obtain sufficient returns through selling to traditional 

custo•era. •evertheless, the branch la definitely fragm~nted and there seems 

to be but limited scope for individual flnns to reduce their excess capacity 

through capturing the aarkets normally handled by other suppliers. 

A critical issue, on which unfortunately the survey yielded little 

infor~ation, refers to the financial structure of co~panies. Leaving aside 

the public sector firms, there Is clearly a heavy reliance on a mixture of own 

capital plus bank loans. The majority of fir~s have to rely on bank loans for 

their working capital requirements and although World Bank funding to the 

financial sector allows a s~all subsidy co~ponent in interest rates, it 

appears that many if not •ost companies are now at the point where these 

charges along with their other costs have put them in a most vulnerable 

financial situation. ~bere la a strong suspicion that aeveral companies are 

now fully geared (i.e., the debt to original invested capital ratios are at 

ceiling levels or even beyond) and that the utilization of assets as measured 

by, for example the ratio of annual sales to fixed assets is far to low. 

Hence companies are faced with heavy overhead charges and insufficiently 

active use of capital with which to meet those costs. It is imperative that 

the government and the sector together undertake serious work on these issues 

before matters become still worse. The existence of such 1 situation In 
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.. trt• .-.re .,aw 9adreta m ectlw _. ... ra-csai _. ... s
•tnct•n la relatheb ..... b ..,.lat .. 11Hl• md016tetl'J le .. to a nft of 

c~ •eraer• ent/or t9ke-nen. la Sri Lanita, laovewer, a 9Uc'la •rt HltelJ 
consequence of vbat aee.a to be the present atete of affair• ta the collapse 

of aeverel coapantea. Whether or not this ts a desirable outca.e of course 

depends on hov the brenches wtev lti on the assuaptton, however, that the 

aovernaent ts aertously tntereated In t .. rowtng the atete of Ill, then tht• 

Increase tn concentretton ts aoaethtna vhtch ahould be ex .. tned t11aedtately. 

(6) External contacts of Ill fil'llS 

The survey did not examine this tssue tn great detail but did 

nevertheless provide soae relevant tnforaation. To begin with it ts clear 

that co~panies make relattwely little use of outside institutions es sources 

of general information or specific consultancy. Furchases of equipment are 

heavily dependent on Information provided by •achinery suppliers or, still 

more frequently, by agents in Sri Lanita whose technical and coanercial 

knowledge is not necessarily a good guide for purchasing decisions at the 

company level. Very fev firas have undertaken external wtatts tn recent 

years, whether those wislts be concerned vtth equipment purchase o• 

investigation of markets. Consequently companies are inward-looking in more 

than the traditional sense of that term, i.e., their horizons are pretty fully 

taken up with what is gcing on inside the country rather than with external 

changes which could ~ither i~prove their situation or be a threat to it. The 

limited external perspectivr goes further than the foreign infonr.ation 

question: the survey did discover that very limited use is r.ade of govenur.ent 

facilities whether they refer to fonnal training of techniciang or to product 

development. The companies may perceive a need for upgrading of manage~ent, 

of employees and of products yet they are not willing to make the contacts 

outside which would allow this upgrading to take place. lt is tempting to 

conclude that the firms themselves must change their horizons and that this 

alone will solve the present situation. This deduction, however, might not be 

a full description of the situation since, as will be seen !ater, there are 

real problems of business confidence in MW connected with the suspicions that 

entrepreneurs have about the willingness of the goverrur.ent to assist the 

branch. 

This suspicion is forcibly demonstrated by the macro-economic approach 

towards imports and FDJ. Jt was noted earlier that not only are all MT 
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blported .. t tlaat cl .. e to 10 ,.r c•t •f ., ,roe.eu an aleo ,_m•ed fnm 

abroad vttb tbe .. in aourcea hlD& lepubltc of Korea, tndta, Clllaa ad Taiwan 

Pro•lnce of China. Jn other vords, tbe laport penetration la Dot prtaarlly 

due to OECD countrlea but comes frOll Sri LanJta•a ovn Aalan competltora. Theae 

countries have a production range which fa far auperlor t~ Sri Lanlta"a In ltW 

aoods, have quality level• which are apparently superior and are obviously 

price competitive. For ltW producer aooda, 1916 data show aubstantlal Import~ 

of agricultural equipment auch as seeders, planters an~ transplenters which 

are all aachlnes produced to some extent within the country Itself. Although 

ft could be (sufficient details to permit a atrong statement are not 

available) that the kinds of equipment mentioned here are beyond Sri Lanka"• 

current capabilities, the fact that significant imports of centrifugal pumps 

a1so talte place does raise quutions about the competitive capabillties of 

local fin;s. Traditionally pump production is a ltey branch of MW output even 

when that output is on a relatively small scale. Further examination ~f the 

Import list shows that, In 1986, more than $2 million were spent on sewing 

machines. If these Items were primarily Intended for Industrial use and that 

use was linked to export oriented clothing production, then again It could be 

that quality levels In Sri Lanka are as yet insufficient to meet local 

demand. To the extent, however, ~hat such machines relate to less 

sophisticated uses, then once more questions as to the inadequacy of local 

supply have to be raised. 

(7) Jnstitution!l r.atters 

There seems to be four different Ministries with responsibilities related 

to PIW i~sues. These are Ministry of Industries and Scf~ntific Affairs (MJSA), 

Ministry of Rural Industrial Develop:r.ent (MRJD), MFP and Ministry of Trade and 

Shipping (MTS). Each one of these Ministries in Its turn has institutions 

~hich are relevant to the branch. Thus with MISA is conr.ected the Ceylon 

Institute of Scientific and Industrial Research (CISIR); with MIRID comes the 

IDB; with MFP come SLBDC and the Foreign Investment Advisory Co111mittee (FIAC); 

and vith MTS comes the Export Development Board (EDB). However, these 

institutions seem to be partially competing among the~selves yet at the same 

time not covering several of the areas relevant to MW. In practice the 

current operation is focused on export questions, on small scale enterprise 

and on limited aspects of research. Yet even the comments given In earlier 

sections of this chapter are enough to show that MW is faced vith acute 

problems of reorganiz•tion and industrial ~anagement. The present 
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ao•enmmt batltwtl_. are Mt wll tlacet t• trnl•• dale ~ •f 811PPOrt 
and tbe probl• 18 accentuatecl "1 tbe etro1a1 feeltaa wltbln tbe coapantea tbat 

the aovernaent ta not reallJ COllaltted to •lJPporttna Ill acttvtttea In Sri 

Lanka. Consequently, the tnat1tut1onal 11•1tat1ona cannot be overcot1e unle•• 

there 1• eome taproved dialogue between the firas and the aovern11ent and both 

are ready to take risks and aakr t011111ittments to iaprove the branch. 

(8) Goverrunent policies 

The thrust of the manufacturing efforts tn Sri Lanka over the past few 

years has been strongly towar«s export-oriented operations in which the 

government has endeavoured to provide a range of Incentives. Those incentives 

had been primarily in terms of facilitating inflow and outflow of foreign 

exchange for investing firms from abroad, in improving the grant of permits 

and licenses where necessary to cover both investment and trade operations, 

and to provide adequate physical infrastructure for companies to carry out 

their operations. This bas been done within a context where companies have 

been able to import their requirements quite liberally and in which the import 

of final products bas also been permitted 1Dlder fairly easy conditions. For a 

prod~cer good activity such as MW these conditions certainly do not facilitate 

domestic production and are not compensated by adequate FDI. Indeed, the 

present position is one in which investment in the branch as a whole appears 

to be very low. Local companies have little incentive to invest because to do 

so would mean purchase of MT in conditions where im~·orts of MW are freely 

allo~ed and would represent severe competition. Moreover, the relatively high 

costs of loan capital along with the absence of any sp£cific direction and 

support from the government act as further disincentives to local producers. 

When the GoverriJ?',ent also offers easy conditions for FDI, but that FDJ is not 

forthcoming the aggregate result is one in which there are net losses for 

everyone. For such invest~ent as does occur the incentives offered are almost 

certainly unnecessarily high, meaning that the government foregoes revenue 

which it could otherwise have received. Do~estic investment is constrained by 

the threat of competition - even if that competition is not forthcoming. Thus 

local output declines in relative terms (i.e., compared with expenditure on 

imports) and may even decline in absolute terms if co~panies are sufficiently 

concerned about the combination of imports and FDJ threats. 

It is this setting which has led to the lack of business confidence in 

the country and which is a basic reason for the absence of confidence between 
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tile ao•ermmt ... tile bhat17. .i ... ftl7 clear latatl•n -· Ula to 

alter thta there vtll al.oat certalDlJ ~ a furtber detertoratlon la the 

attuatlon. Thl• tapltea that the current attempt to taprove llV production 

through a focus on JV activities I• a double-edged one. It could eaeily 

happen that firms become dialllusloned vlth the possibility of atlll areater 

~ forei&n penetration and reach the conclusion that there la little point In 

collaborating under those circwnstances. If this were to be the caae the 

outcome would have two unfavourable features. First, Investment by local 

firr- would fail to increase and aecond auch JV as wtre atarted up vould 

probably be with new companies vbich lacked any experience in MW. Under these 

conditions the country would be falling to aake aood use of those assets which 

it currently posses and Might well be aoving into types of production in which 

the local partners in the end provided little more than distribution and 

general management inputs but without any solid build-up of the branch. The 

mere statement of this possibility is enough to reinforce the concerns 

expressed earlier about trying to build up a producer good activity in 

conditions where the local market is relatively small, the degree of 

sophistication of the current industrial structure is still limited, and 

foreign firms do not see the country as a key part of prospective operations. 

In order to put these fir.dings at the level of enterprises within Sri 

Lanka i•1to a more adequate context it is necessary to look at the real 

situation in international markets; that is the purpose of the next chapter. 
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111. htenatl••I !1nuct1n1 la Ir NM1 • 

Kr and ltW actl•ltles ha•e been aubject to aajor chanae• 11nce the 

aid-1970•; those changes can be characterized ln the following vay: 

Jn the early 1970s ln the OECD co\Dltrles, 10 per cent of engineering 

output was batch production with little opportlDlity to realize economies 

of acale, with each part aubject to anywhere from ~ to 30 operations vlth 

lenghty gaps between them, an average component manufacturing cycle ti•~ 

of around 100 days, and a ratio of processing time to total cycle time 

which was rarely above 1 per c•nt. 

The mass production of consumer goods in OECD co\Ultries was complemented 

by batch production in engineering and this production put a premium on 

skilled craft work. 

Advances in computing, along with the introduction of RCMT and CRCMT, 

have permitted major changes in this structure through minimizing down 

time and queing between operations, through arranging components into 

families which CIC machines could process as if they were uniform items, 

through the optimization of parts routing, and through computer-aided 

design (CAD) which not only greatly improve the design process itself but 

allowed design to govern the sequencing of manufacturing operations. 

These new orientations have led to a growing market segmentation between 

production MT (PY.I') and general purpose MT (GPMT); thi~ segir.entation has 

permitted the rapid growth of exports from Asian RICs which have 

concentrated on GPY.T since the latter do not require a constant feed-back 

from clients. 

In the OECD the late 1980s orientation is strongly towards PNT where the 

idea is to provide personalized flexible techical solutions ~o client 

problems, solutions which in the most advanced cases cover whole systems 

of the flexible manufacturing type (FMS). This orientation has now 

pushed total labour costs to around 60 per cent of total cos,ts where a 

significant proportion is made up of these software componen't. Indeed 
' 

the labour share in costs of advanced MT systems has more tban doubled in 

relative terms within the past decade. 

' ' ' 
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ft••• ~·· .... •1'Tl .. 1J ar••tlJ tacnaa.. ~ teml .. lcal a•P 
•etveen the aaJorlt7 of DC and the OICD co•tdea ancl Indeed aade that aap ao 

atantftcant that aenutne ,ueattona about tbe rele•ance of technolo&Y transfer 

(TT) now hawe to aaked. lffecttwe 'lT can only talte place vben there ta 

aufftctent communtcatlon between the partners aa to put them on the aaae 

watvelength but yet vhere tbe aap between them ta aufftctently great as to 

maJte the tr~nsactlons vortbvhlle; under present ctrcUllstancea there ta a 

serious danger that the first of these conditions ts ceasing to be •et. The 

immediate implication is that the FDl question cannot be looked at through the 

same perspectives as has traditionally been done. DC still appear to believe 

that ther~ is a strong interest on tbe part of OECD producers to relocate 

their activities elsewhere in order to reduce labour costs. That presumption 

is true only to a limited extent, in a fairly small number of branches, and to 

countries which meet the conditions these investors envisage. '!he work 

conducted at the 7th European ~•chine Tool Exhibition revealed some of the 

difficulties in relation to MT ~evelopments and it is convenient to S\Dlllllarize 

the findings of those interviews: 

l,6SO firms participated in the Exhibition an~ of these 50 vere from DC 

with 21 alone from Taiwan Province of China, 14 from Republic of China, 

and 10 from Republic of Korea. In other words, DC participation was 

almost entirely dominated by a handful of Asian countries. 

Detailed interviews were ~onducted with 68 companies cf which 10 each 

cair.e from Japan, FRG and Italy and 6 each came from Switzerlands, UX and 

France; these co~panies produce between them a range of 124 KI', with 23 

firms being lathe producers, 21 manufacturing machining centers, and 14 

ir.aking inilling ~achines. The coir.panies vary greatly ir. size with 13 of 

the~ having more than 1,000 employees each and 10 of them having less 

than 50 e~ployees each. 

The foreign interests of these firms were already fairly extensive. Thus 

18 of them had wholly owned or JV production facilities - of the 31 such 

plants, only 6 of them were in DC. Mostly these firms had been obtained 

through purchase of existing enterprises and this was mainly because of 

the increasing share of iMangibles, such as brand names and special 

customer relations, in the sales costs of products. The firms argued 

that the factors which most encourage FDI are the size of the local 

market, SC possibilities and the availability of a communications and 
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aenlcea tarrutnctve, -4 aYalla•lll~ •f .-11r1.e teclmlcal 

peraonnel, vltll labour coau ttetaa of ht aaratnal atantflcance la 
relation to 1Kr and only of aoaevhat areater atantftcance In relation to 

GPM. 

One-third of the companies has aales subsidiaries In key-export •arkets 

yet all but one of these were located In OECD colDltriea. 

16 of the companies had granted a total of 27 licenses for MT production 

of which half had gone to India and China; tn general, however, there was 

a cautious approach towards licensing. 

Regarding export aarkets the companies considered that, while the core 

OECD countries would continue to absorb most of foreign sales, Republic 

of Korea, Taiwan, and to a lesser extent India and the ASEAft countries 

represented potentially promising markets. Approximately one-half ~f the 

firms interviewed had exported to Sri Lanka but only three of them had 

done so on a continuous basis. The firms characterized Sri Lanka as a 

location where GPMT vhere the only kfnds of product which could be aold 

but where enterprises from the OECD had already lost out to competition 

from Republic of Korea and Taiwan. 

The companies emphasized very strongly the role of SC in MT production. 

~"hey noted that SC could easily account for around 50 per cent of total 

production costs and that there were important international differences 

in styles of SC; within Europe SC takes the form of precision components 

supplied from abraod, while Japanese and US foreign SC concentrates more 

on standardized iteffis where labour cost advantages do play some role. 

Some cases were cited of European firms which had tried SC in Brazil and 

India but had given up because of difficulties over deli~ery dates, 

foreign exchange procedures, and quality control. 

Examination of FDI issues has to distinguish between large and 

medium-sized enterprises as well as between the two types of MT referred 

to above. Essentially the investment policy of large finns is dominated 

by their dealings in PMT and only a handful of DC enter into this 

circuit; this is mainly through MT producers who decide to follow key 

customers abroad when those firms establish in DC. For medium- and 

small-enterprises GPMT output is more significant and there 11 some 

' 1 
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lat•r•t la n1 Wlta a tn1•11Me tu • -.n ... e..tle m"9t la 
larae or Where ther• are fre9pecta for acce .. to ael .. '°91'1111 e011Dtrlea 
(ASEAI vould be a caae ID point). Dae probln for .. uer flna l• tbe 

ltaited financial and bUllall resources .. ailable to tbe company vtth vhich 

to handle investments. 

Several firms expliclty raised doubt• about the possibility for Sr! Lanka 

to enter Into any •lanlflcant forelan connection of this t71»e. Their 

reasons referred to the ll•lted size of the local .. rket, the llaited 

access to other •arkets of the reaion, the lack of an appropriate 

Industrial supply network with which to aeet needs for intermediate 

products, and doubt& about the local business envlrollJllent. 

It followed from these observations thal the companies considered Sri 

Lanka would have to provide a series of base pre-conditions if it were to 

have any prospects at all of appearing on the likely map of FDI 

locations. Those pre-conditions would have to include mutual trade 

arrangements whereby production in Sri Lanka could serve as a platform 

for exports to other co\Dltries in the area; major investments in 

establishment of an SC network within the colDltry where tight quality 

control conditions could be set up; a special incentive package which 

would support the efforts of pilot investors in the MT field; and a 

provision of technical training facilities paid for to a large extent 

from local resources. 

The interviews focused on MT activities and as such reinforce the earlier 

observations regarding the very limited prospects, and not only the 

non-existant current position, of MT activities in Sri Lanka. There is little 

doubt that in the frame of rapid technological advance, close relations 

between producers and clients, fierce competition air.on& major producers, and 

the relatively limited market size of Sri Lanka itself, ~t wo·l1ld be extremely 

difficult to attract any FDI of much consequence in the K: area. Moreover, 

the above comments have made it clear that investment• in l'1W activities must 

also be looked at rather carefully. A companble study to the present one was 

recently conducted by UNIDO in relation to Cyp•cs, which is also an island 

country with a limited domestic market. That st ·Jdy showed that MW activity 

was again the dominant one yet 80 per cent of metal and engineering products 

were imported, only three firms used CNC machines, there waeredeclining skill 

levels in the context of little specialization and automation, financial 
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etnctwe ..-.1- wn _..n, aport •mt• nre ••cltalaa, .a "9n ... 
• 1 ... etaate ._•tic •rlet to co•er flzed co•t•. that rePort 9'111Hte4 

that C7Jnaa .t.ould concentrate on flexible aut.,..ted •peclallzatlon and •bould 

try to achieve tbl• tbrou&h a focua on niche .. rket• vbere firms In tbe aector 

cooperated vlth each other to provfde co1m1on facllltl~s, e.a., a CAD center, 

overseas aarketlng mad •trateglc planning, and where the governaent ahould 

provide •upport to the private aectora own Initiative•. That atudy further 

pointed out that SC vas atill very limited In the country and that the 

handling of inventories was a severe problem for companies which should be 

tackled through a review of the production approach, I.e., instead of Daking 

a product using current stock and thrn sending ft direct to the customer, 

there should be an attempt to ~btain materials only as and when specific 

orders came in i.e., stockholding should be reduced to a minimum. 

It follows that, if Sri Lanka is to be able to achieve anything In this 

key area of producer good production, it must try to operate through the MW 

branch. Bow does the country fare in relation to its Asian competitors In 

this area? 

To provide a general frame of reference, Table 1 summarises some 

macroeconomic indicators for the 3 largest Asean members, China, India and Sri 

Lanka. On a per capita income basis Sri Lanka is at about half the level of 

Thailand and some 25% belov Indonesia; although reliable comparisons are not 

easy to establish, the distribution of income is probably much more equal in 

Sri Lanka than in the Asean states. The column for industry's share throws 

into sharp relief Sri Lanka's limits as a market; on a par with India in 

relative terms but a few percentage points below the rest means that the 

absolute size of industry is well below that in any of the other Asian states 

listed. Unlike say Hong kong and Singapore, tiny countries but with heavy 

concentration on industry and intricate networks of financial and 

communications serviceG as backup, or Malaysia, a country of comparable size 

of p~pulation yet (notwit~standing the depressed prices of its main commodity 

exports of petroleum, rubber and tin) with the potential to develop 

considerable industry based on natural resource and agricultural connodity 

processing, Sri LanJca's industry has few systemic or natural advantages to 

build on. There is, in short, a fundamental problem of inte&rating industrial 

activities with the rest of the economy. During the past decade the thrust of 

policy has not been towards building linkage~ among branches or across sectors 

but rather to encouraging a type of industry which could at least bolster 
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..,1.,,._t .a m forelp •clumae toaltl•. fte flul eol- ef Ta•l• l 
ezpreaaea tbe percentaae ••rletlon In aroea ezport receipt• ••er the 

quinquennt..-. to end 1915 and ahova the lncreaae for Sri J.anlta to have been 

aecond only to China. 'iven the relative ata1natlon of earnin&• frOll 

traditional coanodity export•, auch of the riae ts due to aanufacturing trade 

and the governl'ent continues to look for vays to aug1Dent and diversify that 

coanerce - hence the interest in MI (alllong other branches). 

While Table 1 illustrates how Sri Lanka compares to some other Asian 

nations aacroeconomically, to locate it in the Asian context requires aome 

further exploration of the investment situation. It is simplest to begin with 

Japanese inve~tment since this is the country located in the region, the world 

~ leader and now showing the highest marginal propensity for FDI. Table 2 

desc~ibes the country composition of its investments in Asia during fiscal 

year 1985 (i.e. to 31 Ma;cb 1986). Ten co\Dltries are listed explicitly and to 

them more than 98% of all FDJ to the region is colllllitted; Sri Lank.a is not 

mentioned and its part of the category 'other' could only have been minute 

since the whole of the Indian subcontinent plus various other co\Dltries also 

figure in that group. Moreover, the general figures here do not tell the 

whole story. Some of the stronger commentaries argue that Asia has been left 

aside by the boom in FDJ from Japan. Thus one recent assessment commented 

that "~xcept for significant increases in investment in Singapore, South 

Korea, Taiwan and to a lesser extent India, the Japanese are leaving Asia high 

and dry"l/ and "As Japan moves into the information revolution, it has also 

l ;ssened the need for South East Asia's raw materials its survival once 
2/ depended upon • .,_ The figures for the past couple of years vary sharply 

from the pattern of the late 1970s and early 1980s, especially for the Asean 

countries which are probably Sri Lanka's most serious competitors. Froffi 

1977-1983 the annual average growth rate of Japanese FDJ in manufacturing was 

16.7~ globally but a superior 20.6% in Asean (corresponding world and Asean 

statistics for 1976-1983 were for USA 6.6% and 13.3~, for FRG 12.2~ and 

12.8%). So Sri Lank~ is barely on the map even where its neighbours 

(economically speaking) are somewhat losing their place. 

A more detailed picture in relation to FDI can be &leaned from aome other 

recent research. Looking once more at the Asean countries (le11 Singapore and 

Bruse!) Japanese FDI Sa far more concentrated on manufacturing than 11 

investment from USA: 1983 data 1hov the share of manufacturing Sn the US 

I 
l 
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Indonesia to 75X for Thailand. Vlthln aanufacturlna Japan put cloae to 

one-third of the total lnto aetala and aetal product• against just one-aeventh 

for USA. On areas of interest to Sri Lanka, therefore, Japanese behaviour ls 

of considerable aignificance. A failure to make an impression on Japan would 

thus mean that investment in the Mr and •etalworklng areas would have to be 

sought in bits and pieces from firms located in colDltries that are either not 

at the core of the branch or are losing their position in the core group. 

Since, moreover, the labour intensity of Japanese investment• in machinery 

industries is high relative to those .. de by other colDltrles (1983 figures put 

employzr.ent per US$l 11n. of Japanese assets in the machinery sector in Asia at 

59 people while the corresponding figure for USA is about 15% lover), the 

employment effect as well as the foreign exchange effect is significant. 

Finally, the absence of FDI by US companies in Sri Lanka implies that nothing 

can be expected from capital spending by subsidiaries. 

The report has suggested that the Asean colDltries may be Sri Lanka's 

closest competitors in the region, in the sense that they too are actively 

seeking foreign collaboration and do not (with the exception of Singapore) yet 

have sufficiently strong domestic industries of their own. As a prelude to 

exploring possibilities in Sri Lanka, Table 3 brings together some 

characteristics of the MT industry in S Asean countries (excluding Brunei). 

No satisfactory estimates of the overall value of output could be obtained but 

other aspects of branch structure and the approach of governments to MT cou'id 

be ascertained; the main findings can be summarised as follows. First, the 

number of producing firms is small, around 10 to 15 - the higher number for 

Malaysia includes quite a few metalworking and woodworking enterprises whose 

elimination would certainly reduce that country's total to the same range as 

elsewhere. If this number, unweighted for size of employment or value of 

output, is compared with numbers in other countries, then the Asean average is 

not much more than 10% of the industry size in, say, Japan or Republic of 

iorea. Second, there is an absence of leading firms i.e. enterprises which 

have a powerful inv~stment and production base. Thus in Indonesia commentary 

in 1986 on the plans to enhance the branch stated "The government has 

authorised 11 companies to expand and develop their machine tool activities. 

Until now firms have only been small and have not been able to compete vith 

imports. ,.J/ There does not, furthermore, appear to be evidence of a State 
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.. etcr fin •f elplflcat alae eperatl .. ta .., •f tile eo•trlea. ftld, ..e 
eloatlJ related to the precedlna point, all Aaean countrle• recoanlae a dearth 

of lnvestaent In Kr notvlthatandlna the laportance •••lined to It In national 

planning. A• deacrlbed In the last aectlon of Table 3, the Inherent rlaks of 

Kr production tend to be accentuated in the developing country context: 

whereas events of the present decade have been as an earthquake In aeveral 

OECD countries. bringing dovn aany flras and forcing other• to be rebuilt on 

totally different structural bases. in Asean they have acted as a brake on 

getting the industry off the ground. 

Reports from specialised industry eources emphasise both the continued 

wish of countries to enhance production and their recognition that FDI offers 

the most promising route for achieving the aim. Thus a 198S analys1s stated 

"Although a country that can now produce lSSO machine tools a year. 

Indonesia's newest S year plan calls for production of 21.000+ metalworking 

machines per year by 1989 ••• Present facilities could manage 3.600 1Dlits per 

year by then. and the rest vill have to come from new facilities from joint 

ventures and foreign investment. Indonesian technology officials have 

announced they would prefer to get the capital and knowhow from the US machine 
4/ 

tool industry."- Moreover. in early 1986 the importy duty on Kr was raised 

by some lS% with the purpose of •ncouraging greater domestic output; thus 

far, however, there is scant evidence that FDI bas actually occurred. In the 

case of Thailand there was an undisguised 1986 initiative by the Board of 

Investment to encourage US metalworking and machinery firms to locate plants 

in the country. Thus: "Thailand has moved into a better position to compete 

for US manufacturing operations in the wake of rising labour costs elsewhere 

in Asia, including Hong Kong, Malaysia, Taiwan and South Korea. It has a 

sizeable pool of engine~rs and technicians and its assembly line workers make 

less than US$4 per day. Going wage rates for skilled workers range up to USS6 

per day, while typical salaries for technicians and ~ngineers are USS150-250 

per month and US$300-500 per month respectively. Benefit packages usually 

come to about SOX of wages and salaries. Standard government incentive 

packages include investment guarantees, up to 8 years of corporate income tax 

and business tax exemption, duty free import of machinery, equipment and basic 

raw maurialr and components • •• ~I Jn the Thai case also the impacts of this 

drive to encourage FDJ have yet to be iealised. Obviously there are 3 kinds 

of time lag in this process viz. the information lag from Government to 

potential investor, the approval log for acceptance by the Board of Investment 
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Into an actul production operation. !oaether theae laa• are .-ite nffldnt 

to account for the abaence of actual •tart-upa till nov. The paaaaae of tlae 

could vell lead to a aarked reduction of the lnforaatlon la& and poaalbly ao.e 

cutback of the approval lag. Yet the aeatatlon lag l• always likely to be 

present, especially in an Industry as volatile as III': aarket conditions can 

alter between the date a proposal ta put together and the time the tnvest•ent 

ls ready to begin. 

Returning to Table 3 the fourth point to underline, and one of 

considerable importance, concerns the type of product and production 

technology prevailing in Asean. Singapore stands apart from the other 4 

nations with a profile resembling the advanced OECD countries t.e. emphasis on 

metal cutting using equipme~t of recent vintage and certainly with aoae export 

orientation. But the 4 largest Asean countries are in a quite different 

context. Although they have roughly the same number of firms as Singapore, 

what these finis actually do is by no means comparable. To begin with their 

concentration of activity ls towards metal forming, using machinery of no more 

than an intermediate kind and often obtained aecond-band. The average age of 

machinery is therefore high relative to the stock found in more advanced 

production locations (this statement can be made with some confidence due to 

the introduction of new technologies) and the equipment is being used to 

produce for specific orders rather than large batches. Now lt ls true that MT 

demand anywhere has a substantial job order component but a stronger sector 

where firms have more flexible production equipment can usually manage (except 

in phases of very limited demand) to keep low rates of machine downtime and 

reasonably high and stable levels of capacity utilisation. These indices are 

definitely unfavourable for the Asean countries and must lead eventually to 

higher product prices and/or lower company profits than would prevail in a 

situation where the sector was stronger. The reliance on imported raw 

materials accentuates the problems not so much in the f&lliiliar sense of the 

risk that foreign exchange will be unavailable (though this might be a 

difficulty on occasion, especially in Philippines and Indonesia) but because 

of the disjuncture between material quality and equipment vintage. There is 

currently a co~tradiction between the declared aims of augmenting MI' quality 

and the tools at the disposal of the industry to achieve that objective. In 

Asean the sector i• thus awaiting it• own definition - how to combine the 
I 

simpler, lower' 1rade requirements for many branches of local output with the 
I 

undoubtedly es~ential introduction of progressively more advanced technologies 

., 
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Haaapore) wlll .. Te a dlfferat reapoaae d1le to tile •arlet l..t•tl7 alzea 

they poHHa 8n4 •• of nov then la no alp of 8D7 el-.enta of a c-.on 

approach. 

The Asean exaaple la hl&hllghte4 to ahov hov difficult the task ls for 

Sri Lanka, vblch ls ln • veaker position than any of the 5 countries. The 

next aub-sectlcn aoves to the Sri Lanita situation on Its ovn. 
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Jn the ta•t decade aanufacturlna actl•lt7 ln Sri 1.anlta h•• been •l•ed to 

a coneiderable ezteat at obtalnlna forelan excbanae. The route choaen to 

achie•e tbi• bas been the encourageaent of FDJ and that, in turn, baa been 

channelled throU&h 2 or&aniaatione, the Greater Coloabo Econoaic Comriission 

(GCEC) and FIAC. The for.er deal• vitb export oriented FDI as auch in the Sri 

Lank.an Investaent Promotion Zone (JPZ) while FJAC handles all other external 

investaents. In ownership tel'8S the foraal difference is that while FIAC 

transactions are of a JV nature where at least half the equity capital Is 

registered in the n .. e of a Sri Lanltan physical or legal person, the GCEC 

operations can be wholly foreign owned. In practice a certain nUllber of 

exceptions have been .. de for FIAC arrangements, principally for soae 

construction development, large capital intensive operations and projects 

providing substantial export potential. The Importance attached to the export 

thrust can be judged by the fact that the GCEC, administratively beaded by a 

Director General, is i1medlately responsible to the President of Sri Lanka. 

FIAC, as the title says, ts an advisory institution vith tbe COllllittee itself 

chaired by the Deputy Secretary to the Treasury and including secretaries to 

other ainistries as vell as others, not least the head of GCEC. Back-up 

support to FIAC coaes through the IEC& of the MFP and it is responsible for 

what amount to inforaation brokerage activities in relation to colleborations 

in JV agreements. The institutional location of both FDI bodies mirrors most 

sharply their preoccupation with financial satters, whether in foreign 

exchange or othen;ise. This point is of some consequence when dealing with Kr. 

To put the foreign linked projects in the whole industrial context, 

Tables 4 and 5 describe the role of GCEC and FIAC firms as industrial 

employers and industrial exporters respectively. Their combined employment 

share as of end 1985 was about 28% with close to three-fifths of that in GCEC, 

and their combined export share much higher, approaching 45% at end 1985 of 

which over one-third came from FIAC approved activities. lndu~trial exports 

as a whole rose by greater than three and one-half times from the end 1970s to 

the mid 1980s - the Increase in the GCEC/FIAC combined share was almost 

sixfold and in absolute terms the GCEC/FIAC rise accounted for 60% of the 

vhole increase In Industrial exports. Domestically tied Industry thus 

continues to occupy the predominant place In the overall context: in output 
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pabllc •ector planu. Which ... e little ID the h7 of forelp n. CODtrlhte • 

little ower one-half Of the State Petrole• Corporation la taJtn avay thn 

the contribution I• rousbl7 one-quarter). these ce11ment• are for ln4uatry as 

a vhole, of vhlch aanufacturlng Is just o•er one-half. Bence the •hares of 

GCEC and FJAC vould rise aubstantlally vere they cOllputed on a manufacturing 

basis: the Issue In the aetalvorklng and Ill actl•ltle• vlll be to aee vhat 

part of them are and could be handled by FDl •entures. 

To go further Into the existing pattern of FDI aeans examining the nature 

of projects actually In operation 1Dlder the jurisdiction of the 2 

authorities; Table 6 gives the GCEC data and Table 7 that for FIAC. lbder 

both authorities the n1111ber of operation projects ls aubstantially leas than 

those approved; the tables leave aside the information on approvals and deal 

strictly with projects actually working. GCEC statistics do not give a cash 

walue of Investment to c011pare with the Js.3.7 bn. for FIAC projects but one 

source gives the cumulative figure for 1979-1984 as roughly Rs.2.7 bn. If the 

annual average contained In that figure bad been aalntained through 1985 and 

1916 then the c1m1ulative walue of investaents In GCEC as of beginning 1987 

would have been approximately ls.3.8 bn. This Implies a larger average size 

(measured by capital Invested) of project for GCEC and tn general a 

substantially larger foreign investment in absolute figures for the average 

project tn GCEC as opposed to FIAC. In the latter average project size is 

just under Rs.30 1111. and the foreign share just over 30%, meaning that FDI per 

project vas probably around Rs.IO mn. For GCEC a figure of at least ls.20 11111. 

of FDI per project seems a fair reckoning. The GCEC numbers show JVs with 

local partners account for just over half the cases and that each of the half 

a dozen leading Investor countries, that together signify half the cases, also 

have around one half of their projects as JV. Although explicit export 

figures for GCEC are not given It is known that a very high proportion of 

output ts in fact sent abroad - but Table 31 reveals that the export ratios 

for FlAC projects are also extremely high. 

Of major interest for this report is the degree to which projects even 

loosely related to MT have been implemented under the approval of GCEC or 

FJAC. Table 7 gives figures for the broad category of basic metals and 

engineering (of which, it will be recalled, MT is but a small part) and shows 

that all FIAC authorised Investments there came to around 4S of the FIAC 
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Table 6 IDCllcatea, were aalnl7 In teztlle1 and aaraenta: lnforaatlon obtained 

In an earlier atudy by UIJDO coverlaa the 1979-1914 period ahova &ero FDJ In 

basic aetals and only ls.90 min. In fabricated aetal product•, aacbtnery and 

transport equipement which once aore aeans around 3% of the total. OYerall, 

therefore, In projects coming 1Dlder the aeals of the FDI authorltle1 the •3x 

rule" 1eeas to prevail as far as basic and fabricated aetal products are 

concerned I.e. the sector accounts for that proportion of .. nufacturing 

lnvestaent and employment whatever type of FDJ regiae ls followed. Roreover, 

data on value added for fabricated aetal products and non-electrical aachlnery 

covering the whole of aanufacturing i.e. whether or not foreign investment ts 

part of the capital base, 1uggest that their joint contribution is no 90re 

than 3%. It bears repetition that III' proper is only a saall part of this. 

Within a aanufacturing economy where capital aoods are a relatively ainor 

share of total output and in any case are on the decline, III' ce::.ainly do not 

figure other than on the periphery. 

The preceding c01Dents are put Into sharp perspective by Table I which 

provides a few performance indicators for the years 1977 and 1984 in the 

branch of fabricated aetals. IWA and employment shares fell from around S.SX 

to the 3% level and there vere no ezports to speak of thtoughout the period. 

Though dependence on foreign raw materials fell somewhat it remained high (as 

for the Asean countries discussed in the preceding sub-section). The only 

clear improvement was in regard to capacity utilisation though even there the 

chan&e may be partly attributable to the elimination of a few firms. 

Aggregate output of Ml', though impossible to determine accurately, can only be 

tiny. For, to use 1962 figures where full comparability can be obtained, the 

situation was as follows. MVA was around USS7SO mn. of which fabricated metal 

~roducts did not account for above US$30 mn. If the ratio of value added to 

gross output was even as low as one-fifth, then the latter aggregate would 

have been around US$1SO 1111. of which MT was only a tiny part. 

Table 9 gives the data for imports of aetalcutting Ml' and shows that in 

1982, a quite low year for trade, 1ro11 imports were close to US$2.8 -.~. 

Co~bining this with the gross output approximation just described shows that 

the contribution of local Ml' production to apparent consumption might have 

been as •uch as three-quarters (if Ml' acco\Dlted for the high proportion of S% 
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latter I• cloaer to the truth I.e. that vhat actuallJ taJtea place I• aetal 

working of a fairly traditional t:rpe. On thia ba•i• the current aituatlon i• 

one vhere domestic production, heavily reliant on imported raw aaterlala, 

aeets part of the demand for vhat ls probably a alxed bundle of fabricated 

•etal product• and there la an annual lapol't of Ill uyvbere froa $2-6 1111. 

Given foreign exchange shortages the laport figure ls probably a low estimate 

of real demand In the economy but even ao It vould seem that local Ill 

requirements are currently quite aaall. Thia ls explained both by the llalted 

total size of the Industrial sector and Its composition which la towards 

branches relatively light In the use of Ill. Sri Lanita not only lacks the 

production base for Ill, It also lacks the demand. In a aore developed 

Industrial economy there ls a synergy between Kr production and the structure 

of Industrial output but in Sri Lanka that situation does not exist nor is it 

likely to In any time-horizon relevant for present purposes. 

So It ls that the government ls considering Kr essentially as one 

possible vehicle towards expanding and diversifying Its foreign exchange 

earnings from cheap labour based manufacturing. Production Is not aeen In the 

p!rspectlve of domestic requirements (though there could be minor apinoffs) 

nor does there seem to be any intention of a progressive absorption of 

technology with a view to establishing independent locally controlled 

operations. Instead the hope is to derive net foreign exchange receipts in 

return for supplying cheap labour. What does this mean in practice? 

As an approximate guide to what ls happening in the broad area of metal 

fabrication with FDl involved, the listings of firms operating under GCEC and 

FlAC authority have been examined to single out those having some involvement 

in this area. From the GCEC list, valid as of ~nd January 1987, only 3 

companies with even a loose connection to the area of interest to this report 

could be identified. They were: Mono Pumps, a wholly owned UK firm producing 

industrial and irriaation pumps (this enterprise had ceased operation by end 

April 1987); Alloy Fabricators, a tripartite JV of UK, Norwegian and Sri 

Lankan interests, making piping systems; and Precision Moulds and Tools Ltd., 

a JV of FRG and Sri Lankan interests manufacturing moulds and tools. From the 
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aoee relation to the nbject •tter of thte report. Tb~ vere: laatern &'Uto 

Part• (Pte) Ltd., a JV vltb Denllark ataed at reno•atlon of autOllOtl•e 

coaponenta; Lanlta Askok Leyland Ltd., a JV vtth India In tb~ area of assembly 

and progreaaive aanufacture of aotor •ehtcles; and SvedlanJta Engineering 

(Pvt) Ltd., a JV vith Sveden for tbe aanufacture and designing of aoulds~ dies 

and apecial aachinea. To obtain a feel for the aituation contact vaa aade by 

correspondence and 'telephone Interviews• vith aome of these firms; the 

following paragraphs &i•e a rough •ketch of the situation tn 2 of them, Rono 

Pumps and Svedlanlta Engineering. 

Mono Pumps functioned for 6 years under GCEC authority manufacturing 

Industrial and irrigation pumps for export, primarily though not exclusively 

to other Asian countries. The UK based company, which also has operations in 

Australia and some other countries outside of Asia and the Pacific, was 

originally seeking a cheap labour base mostly for assembly operations though 

with aome simpler engineering operations as well. Initially the company's 

preferred location bad been tbe Philippines but that vas rejected for reasons 

of suspected political instability (this was in 1980); Singapore and Bong 

Kong were also considered vith their plus points being their engineering 

capacities out the firm felt that geographical locati~n was not quite adequate 

and that Sri Lanka could provide adequate quality at higher profit to the 

company. Mono Pumps emphasises that labour costs were not a particularly big 

item in total output charges (they were much smaller than materials costs) but 

they were the only cost component that could be pared dovn through 

relocation. Production was set up with already used equipment relatively 

demanding of less skilled labour. It was pointed out that the absence of 

local infrastructure for maintenance precluded the installation of best 

practice machinery and that, though the 6 years activity did demonstrate that 

Sri Lankan engineers could handle the equipment Installed very well, the 

country would not .Jme into the real~ of possibilities if sophisticated 

equipment was to be utilised. In such a case the preferred locations in Asia 

would be Singapore and Bong Kong. Moreover, the company pointed out that 

absence of a sufficiently elaborate local engineering netvor~ rendered local 

subcontracting extremely difficult. During the 6 years life of the investment 

in Sri Lanka local sourcing of castings was eventually achieved (originally 

they were imported from Taiwan, Province of China) but, had the factory been 

set up in Singapore, Republic of Korea or Taiwan, Province of China, it seems 
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•tart. la It• eperatlona the fir• ..,1.,et ••e 40 to SO people ..S •trea•ed 

that their on the Job learnlD& and real proc1uctl•lt7 vere full7 eatlafactory. 

Why baa "ono Pullpa closed dovn? The crucial reaaon has been the 

Introduction of a high degree of automation Into the production proceas which 

ha• aade It economically beneficial to relocate output to ~. Rev .. chine•. 

functioning around the clock 6 days a veek and which necessitate only I 

aemt-sktlled operators. aake It 110re economical to produce in Manchester and 

export from ~here. The fact that llancbester la at the centre of a region vith 

a rich engineering tradition that continues to be closely involved vtth 

machine building ts also a factor of afgntficance - the company stresses that 

ff any problems arise with the equipment then "someone dovn the roa~· will be 

able to help solve them. Were it not for the fresh technology of production 

"ono Pumps would still be in Sri Lanka and the company emphasises that if some 

intermediate level activities with export of production were to present 

themselves it vould be very willing to return since its experiences vere 

good. Production has ceased simply because cheap labour ts no longer a strong 

enough asset in the business. 

Swedlanka ts a case of great significance. indeed unique since it is the 

only firm explicitly engaged in part of the metal working field. The 

agreement to establish the company was finalised in April 1985 and production 

started in July 1985 to make tools and dies for plastic rubber and metal 

manufacturing industry. The capital composition of the company is unusual and 

of considerable interest as a pointer to possible accords in the future. 

Participation of Swedish groups involves both Swedfuno itself, with 24% of the 

stock and Conrit AB, with 25%. Initially the Sri Lankan involvement came fro~ 

2 Tamil entrepreneurs but they withdrew towards the end of 1986 and now the 

domestic shareholding is 41% for Phoenix Ltd., a private company, and 10% for 

the National Development Bank. ThuG there are 2 public sector financing 

agencies, together holding just over one-third of the investment capital, and 

2 private firms. Total ahare capital fa ls.4 1111. out of a total investment of 

Rs.9 mn., part of the funding coming through loans raised in Sri Lanka. The 

genesis of the project reflects both the public/private combination in Sweden 

and the difficulties experienced in the European MT industry. For Conrit, a 

relatively small firm, was experiencing increasing problems in competing from 

it• Swedish base and vaa faced not only vith the need to reduce unit coats but 
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011t the lrl Lanita ponl1>lllt7 ant ... financed the critical tralnlna co.ponent 
for Sri LanJtan toolmaker• In Sveden. Thh bH peraltte4 tbe current 

coablnatlon of lov labour coat• and tualtfle4 ataff (eaployaent ta nov tn the 

25-30 range) vltbout vhlcb the operation vould not be Yiable. 

As of 31 ... rch 1987 the coapany coapleted its first full year of 

operation vlth a turnover of ls.5.2 1111. vhich, after allovance for all 

charges, vas not auch belov the break-even point. The coapany assesses that 

its output ta high quality and is exporting a considerable proportion to 

Western European aarkets including Sveden itself, FRG and Svltzerland - the 

initial export requirement vas one-quarter of output but this aay vell be 

exceeded. It appears that freight costs are not significant and thus do not 

present any obstacle as far as exporting is concerned. Marketing is clearly a 

vital activity since Conrit is not a sufficiently big company in Sweden to 

bold any captive market of its own. But Svedlanka has 2 advantages: first, 

though Conrit may not be large at home it does possess all the local knowledge 

to ensure that a quality lov cost item can break into the Swedish market; and 

second, the Managing Director of Svedlanka is a person vho already had 

detailed information on and many contacts in the other European countries and 

was therefore able to move the product much more quickly than would normally 

be the case. Thus far, it will be noticed, Swedlanka is not selling elsewhere 

in Asia nor is it by any means a standard subcontracting activity - it is 

beginning to take a life of its own. 

Ho~ does s~edlanka fare in a somewhat broader perspective? The co~pany 

thus far is well pleased with operations in Sri Lanka but has emphasised 

various issues of a system nature which are germane to invest~ent decisions 

that other firms could consider. To begin with, the absence of infrastructure 

co~plicates the ~anagement problems. There is serious underdevelopment of the 

s~all industry network which renders subcontracting a difficult job. low the 

company argues that these matters are ones of a long term nature and that to 

carry out a transformation of the industrial economy in this way requires a 

basic stability of approach which cannot be achieved even in the space of a 

decade. In contrast to Singapore, Republic of Korea and Taiwan, Province of 

China where the same focus has been maintained now for at least 25 years, and 

where the linkages of ,ublic and private sector, large busines~es and small, 

are so intense as to allow virtually immediate use of local s\1bcontracting 
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What I• lacklna ta the lntearatlon of a aerie• of .. Ph••e• vhlch, In 

tbeasel•es, are fully acceptable and Indeed repre•ent the pl•ot• of an economy 

and aoclety able to progress under existing conditions of the International 

ayatem. Put briefly the cornerstones ao far laid are the establlahaent of 

basic education and health achemes which provide the essentials for buaan 

resources to develop, the use of public Investment to aet up the phyalcal 

Infrastructure and soae agricultural and Industrial activities which offer a 

context for business, and an orientation towards export In manufacturing 

without which the country cannot easily tackle Its twin obstacles of foreign 

exchange scarcity (Sri Lanka has no power over the International markets for 

its major co111111odlty exports) and limited do~estlc market. These elements need 

to be blended together Instead of being treated as antithetical e.g. the 

supposition that somehow an export orientation in manufacturing is 

Incompatible with an Important presence of public sector firms In those 

industries where private capital Is not readily forti1coming. In effect the 

view from the f orelgn Investor side is saying that the more the 

public/private, large/small industrial sectors in Sri Lanlta work together, the 

more not only domestic Investment will be stimulated but the more 

encouragement foreign investors will also have. Even now there is a view of 

the groups as antagonistic, adversorlal which prevents any coherent strategy 

from fully unfolding. 

Swedlanka, as other companies, notes the major shifts in production cost 

structures and levels now sweeping through the industrial sectors of the OECD 

countries and particularly pronounced in the MT and engineering branches where 

the co~bination of the electroni~ with the ~echanical has totally altered the 

nature of processes (all~wing a felicitous mix of batch and custom-made 

production) and drastically changed the skill require~ents for staff. 

Production in Sri Lanka is highly vulne·1able to these develop~ents and that 

creates real tensions around investment decisions. Swedlanlta lays atr~ag 

emphasis on the time required to build marketing channels and establiah long 

term customers: even if original investment costs can be recouped relatively 

quickly, medium to long term profitability ls • fur.ctlon both of continuing 

cost efficiency and quality maintenance (variables which depend, among other 

things, on whether significant technological changes are occurring) and the 

ability to retain a marketing grip. The problem is that Sri Lanka has a cheap 
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laltou eta• ht tlaat la autaatb lla•l• to enal• (or n• a nU• 

landaltde) due to technoloatcal cbanae•. Conaecpentl7 the •traale edae of 

labour coat l• not enouah: vbat ta required ta at leaat a •econd •••et, 

preferably of a aystem kind, which can provide aoae cuahlon aaainat 

technolcglcal improvements (at least vlthln a range). It la the long ter11 

building of that aaset which has to be the focus not only of policy, aeen as a 

aucceaslon of .. nouevres, but of atrategy. Thia la not the a .. e as economic 

planning as it has been conventionally underatood and widely castigated. It 

is a social cum econ011ic p~ocess of integr&tion which recognises that domestic 

entrepreneurship devoted to long term profit making through industrial 

production (as opposed to financial •peculation and trading) ls essential to 

improving not only the wealth of the econ011y but also its resilience in the 

face of external shifts. That entrepreneurship vill only flourish if public 

sector support is available and if the public sector is committed to creating 

a vell defined type of economic structure. The co11non feature of the 

economically successful Asian countries has been precisely the sharpness and 

ir.sistence of that d~finition. 

1be case sketches express perhaps •ore graphically than any figures the 

high risk option which Sri Lanka is pursuing (and vhlch in tbe short ter11 it 

may have little alternative but to follow). Yet to put Sri Lanka's investment 

costs in ~erspective a quick glance at the n1D11bers is useful. Table 10 brings 

together, for the latest year for which a sizeable sample of countries on a 

comparable basis could be obtained, data on hourly wages and labour costs in 

the export zones. The n~bers tell their o~"Il story: Sri Lanka is by far the 

cheapest location with costs of half to one-third those prevailing in 

Philippines, Thailand and India. The table shows vividly how (and recall 

these are 1983 data) Hong Kong, Singapore and Republic of Korea have become, 

in the Asian context, high labour cost locations and have therefore been 

driven to seeking other advantages to sustain their export thrust. On any 

assessment, and especially when the discipline, skill and literacy levels of 

the Sri Lankan labour force are kept in mind, the country is unquestionably 
the cheap cost site. 

Since the latter half of 1985 the!~ ~as been a major realignment of 

exchange rates, especially in the $/Yen parity. Thia has altered investment 

costs in different countries according to the behaviour of their currencies. 

The only countries, as compnred vith Sri Lanka, which are becomina cheaper for 
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.__ton .. ~ la I m I• an l .. •••l• .a llalllpplaH wt~ ~· a.ben for 
•taJ•l• aot •da ttfferent. At one le•el tbte confine the •lev apreaaect 

earlier ln thl• report that It l• the Aaean countrlea vblcb are Sri Lanka'• 

coapetltora: they have the loveat labour coat• (fra111entary lnforaatlon for 

Indonesia auggeat• that could It have been Included ln table 10, Sta rates 

would have been closest to those for Sri Lanka) and their exchange rates are 

just as likely to devalue as Sri Lanka's vith their export earnings reliance 

on a few connodities and political unrest contributing to a lack of confidence 

in the economy.61 But taken from a different angle, the exchange rate 

lnforaation suggests some other conclusions as well. First, nothing much Is 

to be gained by any further attempts at competitive devaluations, cuts in wage 

rates or efforts to improve incentives for foreign investors. Rot only are 

they likely to backff re, in that neighbouring countries will probably modify 

policies to neutralise the shifts, but th2y would seriously call into question 

the net benefits to Sri Lanka of the export oriented manufacturing thrust. 

Due to the absence of data this report bas been \Dlable to present net export 

earnings estimates but they are certainly not that substantial due to the 

import content of export directed manufacturing production. Any further 

policies allowing part of the benefits to be taken aW.'" vould leave the 

co\Dltry with little to show for its efforts. Second, the obvious course for 

Srl Lanka ls to try and combine some of the low cost advantages with those of 

a sophisticated supporting service sector, as indeed exists in Hong Kong, 

Singapore and elsewhere in Pacific Asia. That means encouraging investment of 

a ~ifferent kind such that, for example, efforts in MT could obtain local 

assistance from co~puter software specialists. Third, Sri Lanka will, if it 

wants to rezain on the export path, have to go beyond the cheap labour issue 

to try and capitalise other assets e.g. location. Certainly efforts of that 

~ind are not helped by the present political unrest in the country. 

Currently Sri Lanka is looking at half a dozen areas where FDI might be 

encouraged. A couple of the~ are ones where a certain amount of investment 

has taken rlace viz. gems and jewellery, and consumer electronics, while the 

MT area with special emphasis on dies and mould making is another. Row 

independently of the manifold difficulties already identified with encouraging 

MT investment because of the state of the industry, there arc some weaknesses 

in Sri Lanka'• own administrative structure. None of the agencies connected 

vith FDI i• in a position to evaluate market potential• or indeed to assess 

carefully the real profitability of inve1tment1. Up till now the accent has 
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.... • .. lck apprnal •f tro.tetta, •teel•llJ "1 OCIC, -4 till• ..,,..ell~ 
aot 1aaTe aenerated eltber an adequate retul"D on the lnfraatructure ezpenaea 

laid out by the aovernaent when eatabllahln& the JPZ or n~ceaaarll~ picked the 

ao1t auitable project• froa forelan exchange conalderationa. Deapite Sta 

endeavours through distributing information and ao on the ad&lniatratlon bas 

not taken a eufficiently active atance vitb regard to attracting the kinds of 

FDI Sri Lanka le looking for. The material provided in this report 

demonstrates the complexity of the KI Industry and the need to pinpoint 

particular niches where aome opport1Dlitles might exist. That can hardly be 

done without sending experienced etaff overseas to check for themselves what 

the possibilities really are: ff the phrase 'priority sector' fs to have an 

active rather than passive connotation then operational steps to do something 

in that sector must be taken. So far these steps have not been forthcoming. 

Moreover the relative success of the Swedlanka venture hints at the 

possibility of generating projects of a triangular kind, where foreign capital 

comes not only from industry but also financing institutions, whether public 

or private sector. That kind of possibility too is best stimulated through 

active field search by Sri Lanltan staff, which could easily include public and 

private sector people. 

This chapt~r has underlined still more the message of the earlier ones 

viz. that the MT Industry is nowadays almost totally taken up with an 

internecine struggle among the leading OECD countries In which even the Asian 

NJCs are largely on the periphery. Although to date there is little evidence 

of substantial FDI as a response to the competitive tensions it is very 

possible that FDI and other forms of collaboration will become pro~inent in 

the near future (meaning the next year or so). But the signs point strongly 

to an OECD focussed invest~ent ~ith lnvolve~ent cf developing countries quite 

marginal. The information on Asia in this chapter shows that Japan has, 

relatively speaking, paid much less attention during the past 2 or 3 years to 

the continent and that Sri Lanlta in particular is more or less off the 

investment map. Other OECD nations are also less interested In pursuing cheap 

labour locations and hardly at all in PIT activities. 

Within the Sri Lanltan economy the role of capital goods in Industry has 

been declining and the FDJ in manufacturing that has expanded so much in the 

past few years shows a mere handful of firms loosely related to engineering 

and metalworking. Examination of what are probably the 2 most instructive 

cases reveals a close cencordance of o~fnion about the advantages and 
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•t ...... taau ta.a a.t17 ..-nan. ma. l9'ov force I• acell•t, leana 
.-1cll7 and b mt•eatlonabl7 cbeap la relatloa to lt• prod11ctblt7: lf 

production depended OD that alone then Sri LanJta vould be top of the llat. 

lut today engineerlna/aetalvorking firas are looting for other perhaps aore 

important things. Sri LanJta badly lAcks inf~astructure and a network of small 

industries suitable for aubcontr•ctlng - only intennediate technology 

activities, at aost, could be located there. If Sri LanJta hopes to be a 

possible location for this type of investment in the future then a qualitative 

leap aust be made through aystea tnvestmen~•. Assets other than cheap labour 

and rJleap currency have to be created. The country takes to~ lax a view of 

the marketing issue: auch tiae and aoney goes into market building and 

neither Sri Lankan partners nor the authorities handling FDJ seem to have 

given enough attention to the point. Wh~n local manufacturing does not have a 

high proportion of Intra-firm trade and export markets,_ particularly in more 

specialist items such as MT, have to be created, this weakness is 

significant. These structures are brought into strong relief by the evidently 

high risk of technological changes which cut the ground from under the feet of 

cheap labour and prompt companies which have invested to relocate as well as 

deterring other would-be investors. 

Attempts to obtain FDJ in MT and similar activities will thus require a 

more active and imaginative series of actions in the short run, aimed at 

individual investors, plus a conscious move towards system building in the 

medium to long run. Export or!ented manufacturing predicated on cheap labour 

cannot be a develop~ent path to be followed for always bu! only a step towards 

upgrading hUll'.an and material resources so that do~estically initiated and 

operated activities can keep pace with changes externally. The absence of 

this perspective in Sri Lanka severely complicates the short-run task of 

finding projects yet even so more should be done. Field staff are required 

with substantial sectoral expertise. The contacts they make should reach 

beyond individual firms to public financing agencies in the OECD countries and 

the comzr.ercial banks. Given the very slim chances of obtaining FDI by large 

MT companies the efforts may have to be devoted to amaller producing countries 

and/or smaller firms (which could of course generate enterprises big in the 

Sri Lankan context). Investment authorities in Sri Lanlta will have to 

scrutinise carefully the bases on which any poisible MT investments might be 

made. All known attempts to develop MT production have been just that i.e. 

part of a comprehensive attempt to develop local industry. Sri Lanka does not 

• , 
~ 
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Wilt llf ODtpat for tJ.at ............. r, al~a .. certetalf ... n1 ..... 
protuctlon would •ene the local fl199. lutead llr Sa wanted .. a forelp 

ezchanae earner. let the ae••aae that aeeas to co.e from forelan fl1118 la 

that their effectlwenea• aa foreign excbanae earners aay veil be enhanced ff 

they can •ake better use of local aupport facilities. Jn trying to proeote 

FDl in thl• aector Sri LanJr.a •fght therefore be compelled to widen f ta acope 

of ••aeaament. 

The report has ahovn that, fro• aeveral points of Tlev, the Asean 

countries are the ones closest to Sri Lanka tn this area. In the past there 

vere times when a closer association with these countries was proposed: but 

even were that to occur in the future, Asean does not have any sectoral policy 

which could stimulate production in this area. So frOll a regional perspective 

there does not appear to be much advantage to Sri LanJr.a seeking any 

association. Elsevhere Internationally, as the report has stressed, Sri Lanka 

ls not closely linked to any arrangements which could encourage production in 

Irr. Probably the best that can be done is to strengthen ties with some of the 

amaller OECD producers and try to work up from there. All in all the 

prospects are slim indeed - whatever can be acquired in the way of FDI in "1' 

will be through Sri Lanka's ovn efforts and very much against the current. 

11 I 
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Y. 

Jn tbe Yiev of tbia report the developaent of policy propoaala bJ the Sri 

~an 1overn11ent and technical aHiatance vork tbrovah UIJDO, otber 

international organizations and bilateral oraanlzatlon5 ahould be conducted in 

close collaboration. Thia represents to •011e extent a departur~ froa nor.al 

pro~edures but in the clrcuastancea of 11?/MW in Sri Lanlta, there are 

advantages to joining the tvo areas rather than conducting them aeparately. 

The reason is that auch of the vork has to do vith organization of the firms, 

aarket research and examination of investaent possibilities. A certain amount 

of additional lnforaation is necessary regarding the operation of firms but 

that ls only to some extent on technical aatters. 

The basic decision that aust be taken by the govenunent ls the extent to 

which it is prepared to support expansion of "1'/IN activities in the country. 

If the answer is in the afflraatlve, then aubstantial infrastructural 

conditions must be established. The tvo crucial areas concern SC and 

coanunlcatlon services. To tackle the foraer in a practical fashion vlll 

require the government to search for JV based prlaarily on establishing 

completely nev enterprises whose primary f1Dlctlon vlll be to act as suppliers 

to firms whose technology is mainly if not entirely foreign. Since a country 

of Sri Lanka's size and income level cannot sensibly try to la1Dlch major 

production of heavy industry (which ls the core demand element for JU and also 

for much MW), the only way effective SC can be developed is in relation to 

foreign technologies and indeed foreign demand. Hence the search for JV 

partners should be on a significant scale in order that there be sufficient 

impulse and incentive to encourage SC production. In other vords, a critical 

mass has to be built up before companies will find it worthwhile to engage in 

supply of parts and components to enterprises located in the country. 

One route for trying to achieve this critical mass could be for Sri Lanka 

to seek favoured arrange~ents with one or perhaps tvo OECD countries. Jn the 

view of this report the best chance might well be with one of the European 

Free Trade Association (EFTA) countries, particularly Sweden or Switzerland. 

Both of them are high grade JU and MW production locations with a powerful 

export bias and considerable experience in foreign collaboration. The former 

country, as was seen In the discussion of Svedlanlta, has already shown 

interest in ventures of this type and the Sri Lanltan government might well try 
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te ,_... •llatenl anaa-ta • a luau Kale. •rawer, It ...it .. 

r•eabere4 tlaat lnta ta a comt17 tiben certala •rancbea of lle•'W7 

enatneerlna-related production are wndertalten "7 lnternatlon~ll7 fa.oue 

coapanlea and It could be tlaat Sri Lanka coald develop a favourable llnkaae 

vlth them over tbe next fev 7eara. 

The developaent of comaunication serYices vould. by a fortuitous 

coincidence. also be ser-Yed by an arranceaent vith Sveden. The reason is that 

this country is also far advanced in tbe fields of telec011111unications and 

informatics and thus vould be in a position to assist Sri Lanka in developing 

its ca~abilltiea In this area. There are tvo aspects to tbe services 

expansion. One is the need for auch better tracking of •arkets both as a 

aeans to help local coapanies and as a vay of offering better facilities to 

prospective nevcoaers (Singapure is an exaaple in this respect). The other 

aspect is the relationship of the technologies used in developing 

infrastructure vlth those nov employed in 110re advanced foras of Kl' and 11\i. 

On both counts a favourable bilateral linkage could be the most convenlnent 

route for Sri Lanlta"s expansion. 

Continuation of the bilateral approach bas the further advantage of 

easing problems connected with financing and aarketlng, not to mention the 

training aspects. On all co\Ults Sri Lanka is in need of reliable for~lgn 

support and these are areas where Sweden has shown itself to be an accelent 

partner; moreover, it has established national insti~utlons and schemes 

(Swedfund and the S!ster Industries Programme are clear examples) where 

bilateral collaboration with specific DC ls favoured. To date the vast 

majority of these operations have concentrated on Africa but there ls an 

exce~lent opportunity for Sri Lanka to beco~e involved utilizing the 

advantages which it has and offering Swedish entrepreneurs and the government 

a base in operations in Asia which they would scarcely be able to obtain 

otherwise. The relevance of the bilateral contact ls underlined by the fact 

that the incentives programme alone will not be able to provide sufficient 

support to attract large scale FDI. Throu&hout thla report the need for 

system conditions has been stressed and the real value of bilateral 

collaboration is in developing them. In abort, the bilateral route aay well 

be the best way of obtaining multilateral collaboration in the longer run. 
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la ..-clflc te ... , •f cewne, • •11111al• ._tlwt la eullu wtlw 
of tile report ~•ld h lllplaented. fteae lacl11de tile follwt .. Mia 

elmenu: 

A ltft purchasing institution funded by pri•ate and public resources. 

Establishaent of o•erseas lnvestaent pr090tion facilities to encourage 

FDI and aarlteting. 

Setting up adequate quality control facilities including the use of 

industrial atandards which eaphasize how to achieve thea as vell as the 

levels themselves. 

Training institutions to upgrade technical staff. 

Support for iaproveaents in financial aanageaent and plant organization. 

Joint establishment by the government, private sector and collaborating 

foreign institutions {bilateral and aultilateral) of aedi1m1- and 

long-tera atrategic goals for the Kr and IN branches. 

Technical assistance by UIIDO in particular could focus on the two !ssues 

of investment promotion and plant and branch level restructuring. In the 

fo~er area the recent experiences or UNIDO suggest it is in a position to 

assist considerably in bilateral dealings with e.g., Sweden to establish 

appropriate linkages and seek out co-operating enterprises for upgrading. At 

the same time UNIDO's long experience in investment promotion activities, 

along with the r.ore recent creation of a regional advisory service through tht 

joint offices in Bangkok of ESCAP and UNIDO, would allow technical help in 

exploring other investment options besides those linked with a single partner 

country alone. Restructuring assistance can draw on UltJDO•a extensive 

experience in branch level work, focusing on survey assistance to help 

co-ordination and financial management, along with apecific help directed at 

technical problems in individual enterprises. It is to be hoped that further 

discussions with the Sri Lankan 1overnment and private producers will lead to 

the elaboration of these proposals. 

; 
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Table 1: llacroecon01tlc lndtcatora for Selected Asian Co1111trlea, 1915 

Country Per Capita Industry Share Export Change 
GDP 1915 (USS) GDP 1915 {S) 5 year• to 1915 (S) 

Thailand 752 29.l +10.3 

Phtllpplnes 641 31.4 -20.3 

Indonesia 491 29.4 -16.3 

Sri Lanka 372 26.3 +21.7 

China 255 49.5 +50.7 

India 243 26.3 +16.4 

S~urce: Business Asia, 9 February 1917 
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table 2: Japan: Porelan Direct In•eat9ent In De•eloplna &ala, ltast' 

Country Aaount 0 mn. )Jl/ Change on PreYloua Year 

Indonesia 408 +9 

Singapore 339 +51 

Rep. of korea 134 +25 

Hong Jeong 131 -68 

Taiwain, Province 
of China 114 +75 

China 100 -12 

Malaysia 79 -44 

Philippines 61 +33 

Thailand 48 -60 

Brund 1 -ao 
Others 20 -5 

Total 1435 -12 

Source: r.-,e Economist: 25 October 1986, drawing on MITI data. 

Notes: 

1/ Fiscal year, i.e. 1 April 1985 to 31 March 1986. Figures refer to all 
sectors. 

(%) 

~I Converted at current exchange rates: the aggregate fall from 1984 to 
1985 measured in dollar terms would therefore be greater measured in yen 
due to the rising value of the yen against the dollar in the latter half 
of fiscal 1985 (i.e. subsequent to the GS accord of September 1985). 

I 
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Table 3: Sa.c characterl•tlc• of tbc llachlnc Tool Jndu•tl7 

In Ascan Countries, 1915 

lhm!ber of Pro4ucer1: 

Indonesia: 
Thailand: 
Singapore: 
Philippines: 
Malaysia 

ftature of Product: 

13 
13 
10-15 
5-10 
47 (metalworking and wood working) 

Metal Forming rather than Metal Cutting (except for Singapore) 
Intermediate level (except for Singapore), Including reconditioning and 
rebuilding of imported machines (particularly in Philippines) 

Rature of Production Method: 

Old machines (except for Singapore), frequently more than 10 years 
Job order rather than continuous production 
Heavy reliance on imported raw materials, particularly special steel 
alloys 

Investment and Ownership: 

Lack of investors (domestic and foreign) despite high priority given to 
Machine Tools in all countries investment plans. Risks seen as volatile 
demand, advanced and changing technology, and weak support industries. 

Current ownership is mainly national 

Source: Derived from material collected by Technonet, Singapore, published 
in UNIDO, the Machine Tool Indust.ry in the Asean Region: Options 
and Strategies. Main Issues at Regional Level, Miy 1986. 

• 
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Table •: Srl Lanka: ~C and FIAC f'lru aa lnduatrlal •plo~era, 1985 

Total Industrial lllployaent 206,172 

GCEC E11ployment 31,135 

FIAC Employment 25,174 

GCEC + FIAC as S of total 21.0 

Source: Upananda Vtdanapathlrana, "lnternatlonaltaatton of Production and 
Third World Industrialisation: Relevant Polley Issues for Sri 
Lanlta", mimeo, December 1986. 
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Table 5: lrl Lanka: Perfonance of CCIC and f'IAC f'lra8 
aa lnduatrlal Exporter•, 1979-1915 

Item 1979 

Total Industrial Exports (Rs. Mn.) 3,700 

GCEC Exports (Rs. ltn.) 152 

FIAC Exports (Rs. ltn.) 126 

GCEC + FIAC as X of Total Industrial Exports 7.5 

1915 

13,514 

3,102 

2,225 

44.4 

Source: Upananda Vidanapathirana, "Internationalisation of Production and 
Third World Industrialisation: Relevant Polley Issues for Sri 
Lanka", mfmeo, December 1986. 

t 
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table 6: Ir! Lanka: Feature• of ln·natMnt hojetta lmpl•ented 
meter ~C •• of 31 JanuaQ 1917 

leaiatered caaea of inveataent: 101 

lumber of joint ventures vith Sri Lankan participation: 54 

lumbtr of vbolly Sri Lanltan projects: 10 

Leading foreign investor• aeasured by nU11ber of project•: 
Bong ~ong 15 (including 10 JV& vith Sri Lankan participation) 
UK 9 (7) 
Japan 7 (3) 
USA 7 (3) 
FRG 7 (2) 
Singapore 6 (3) 

Leading branches: 
Garments 26 

Jewellery and lapidary 10 

Source: 

l!.2.!ll: 

From data supplied by GCEC 

The total excludes Mono Pumps (UK) vhich closed down operations in 
early 1987. Some joint ventures vith Sri Lankan participation 
involve more than one foreign partner; there are some joint 
ventures just among foreign firms. 
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Act 111' 11 y l n OJ'f'r n t i on11 I rnd June 1986 

Sector 

"anufacturin' 
of which:c 

Textiles and GarmentR 

Food and Beverages 

Wood and Paper 

• "umber of 
Projects 

130 

42 

10 

5 

Che•icals, Plastics and 
Rubber 28 

Baste "eta! and 
Enlineering 12 

Ott , .. 33 

Actu11l 
Invei;tmr.nt 
(Rs. mn.) 

3 I 71;; 

1,225 

383 

40 

692 

145 

S_ct\t ... _~s : Calculated from dat11 supplied by FIAC. 

lto_t_e_s: 

Foreign 
Share (I) 

.n.1 

27.9 

90.0 

20.0 

21.2 

33.l 

Average 
Export bl 
Requirement (I) 

87.6 

90.0 

79.0 

66.7 

83.0 

n.a. 

Actulll 
F.mployment 

25,444 

16,177 

1,068 

196 

3,142 

790 

a/ Projects actually operatlnR arP suhRt11ntt11lly less than those approved; for 
manufacturing as a whole the approvPd fir.ure is 229. 

~I The figures In this column are unweip,htrd averages (in the absence of firm level 
production and export data) and are calculated assuming that where FIAC provides no 
Information on export requirements the proportion ts unknown (as opposed to 7.ero). 
If in fact those figures 11re 7.ero, then figures in thla column should be reduced. 
In that case the numbers vould read: manufacturing, 62.0; textiles and garments, 
85.7i food and beveraRe~, 31.6; vood and paper, 40.0; r.hemicals, plastics and 
rubber, 50.4i basic metal and engineering, zero. 

~I The br~nch classification is necessarily somewhat imprecise. 

I " e 

I 
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Table I: Sri Lanka: Perforaance Indicator• for 
Fabricated Metal Products, 1977-1914 

Item 

Share of manufacturing value added (X) 

Share of manufacturing employment (%) 

Capacity utilisation (%)~/ 

Foreign to total raw material supply (%) 

Share of manuf acturiiJ& exports 

1977 

5.)§1 

5.6~/ 

54 

78.9 

negligible 

1984 

3.2~/ 

3.~' 

84 

70.0 

negligible 

Sources: UNIDO, Handbook of Industrial Statistics. 1986, and UNIDO' Sri Lanka 
Industrial Review, February 1986. 

Rotes: 

1/ 1973-1975 average 

~I 1982-1984 average 

~I Includes machinery and transport equipment 

~I Includes machinery and transp~rt equipment; estimate based on ~ .. blic 
sector firms 
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Table 9: Sri Lanka: forel1n Trade tn "etal Cuttlna ltachlne Tool•, 
1979-1913 cuss '000) 

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

111ports 3325 6729 2775 2779 3111 

Exports 112 56 281 48 198 

Source: International Traae Statistics Yearbook, United Rations, ftew York 
1985 • 
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Table 10: A•eraae hourl7 vaaea and a•eraae hourl7 labour coat• 
in Export Proceaaina Zonea and World llarket factoriea in 

Selected Developing Countries, 1983 ($US) 

• Country Average Hourly Wages Average Hourly Labour Costs 
! 

.. 

Sri Lanka 
Philippines 
Thailand 
India 
Taiwan, 

Province of China 
Malaysia 
Singapore 
Rep. of Korea 
Hong Kong 
Brazil 
Mexico 
Colombia 

0.11 - 0.15 
0.25 - 0.70 
0.35 - 0.50 
0.40 - 0.75 

0.40 - 1.25 
0.50 - 0.70 
0.60 - 1.25 
0.60 - 1.20 
0.90 - l.65 
0.40 - 0.90 
0.65 - 0.90 
o. 75 - 1.00 

0.15 - 0.25 
0.30 - 0.90 
0.40 - 0.60 
0.50 - 0.80 

0.50 - 1.50 
0.65 - 0.90 
0.90 - 1.80 
0.75 - 1.50 
l.12 - 2.10 
0.50 - 1.20 

0.90 - 1.25 

Source: Folker Frobel, Jurgen Heinrichs and Otto Kreye, Umbruch in der 
Weltwirtschaft, Rororo 1986, p.470. 

Notes: Labour costs differ from wages through including social payments • 
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